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Marilyn monroe color

Norma Jeane's mother, who mostly used the name Gladys Baker, placed the infant Norma Jeane in the care of Ida and Wayne Bolender from Hawthorne, California. Life wouldn't have been very nice to Gladys. She had had two children - Berniece and Hermitt Jack - through her first
marriage to Jack Baker, but he had taken the children away from her and moved to Kentucky before her marriage to Edward Mortenson. Presumably, Baker had left a note to Gladys that read: I've taken the kids, and you'll never see them again. The absence of her first two children caused
Gladys great pain, and her inability to care for Norma Jeane added to that heartache and stress. Glady's family had a history of mental instability. Both her parents, Otis and Delia Monroe, ended their lives in mental institutions, and Glady's brother, Marion Monroe, suffered from a problem
diagnosed at the time as paranoid schizophrenia. Gladys fought demons of her own and spent much of her adult life in institutions. Although Gladys was most likely manic depressive, some have noticed her paranoid schizophrenic. It was not uncommon in the 1930s and 1940s for those
suffering from manic depression to be diagnosed as paranoid schizophrenic, which accounts for the differences in discussions about Gladys' case history. Regardless of the exact nature of Gladys' disease, Marilyn had a morbid fear of genetic insanity throughout her life. Although manic and
schizophrenic disorders have a tendency to run in families, this does not necessarily mean that Marilyn inherited an emotional disorder. It is equally likely that her early life of poverty and insecurity accounted for her later psychiatric problems. Ironically, perhaps, when Gladys boarded out
Norma Jeane to Bolenders 12 days after the baby's birth, it was because of financial difficulties – not mental ones. Gladys went back to work at Consolidated Film Industries, paying Bolender five dollars a week to take care of her child. Every Saturday, Gladys would take the cart to
Hawthorne to visit Norma Jeane, who remembered Gladys as the lady with red hair rather than as her mother. A devout religious couple, Wayne and Ida Bolender lived a comfortable existence in Hawthorne, a less than fashionable suburb of Los Angeles. Wayne worked as a postal
operator and was lucky enough to remain employed throughout the Depression. In his spare time, he printed religious writings. Marilyn would later remember the couple's devotion to their religion as one that approached nithet. She claimed that as the young Norma Jeane, she had to
promise never to drink or swear, she had to go to church several times a week, and she was repeatedly told she was going to hell. Norma Jeane quickly learned to hide from Bolenders if she wanted to sing, dance, or act out a fantasy life more interesting than the one I had. But Jeane
regularly attended church with Bolenders, she was taken by her grandmother, Della Monroe, to Foursquare Gospel Church to be baptized by the flamboyant evangelist Aimee Semple McPherson. Della, a devoted supporter of Sister Aimee, had her granddaughter named Norma Jeane
Baker. When Norma Jeane was two years old, Della suffered a completely nervous breakdown, which led to her involvement with the Metropolitan State Hospital in Norwalk, Los Angeles County. A month later, Della died of a heart attack during a seizure. Around 1933, Gladys and Norma
Jeane experienced a change of luck. Gladys had earned enough money to put something down on a white bungalow near the Hollywood Bowl; For the first time, Norma Jeane actually lived with her mother. At the time, Gladys worked as a film cutter at Columbia Pictures, but to make ends
meet, she rented most of the house to an English couple who had marginal jobs in the film industry. The man was a stand-in for the English actor George Arliss, while his wife was registered as an extra. The atmosphere around the house was much looser than it had been at Bolenders, and
Norma Jeane's activities were not as limited as before. She often participated in the films, usually at Grauman's Egyptian Theater but also at Grauman's Chinese Theater. There, in the famous cement forecourt, she would place her small feet in the footsteps of Gloria Swanson and Clara
Bow. Much later in her life, when the world knew her as Marilyn Monroe, she would literally follow in these stars footsteps when her own prints were captured for posterity. The reunion of Gladys and Norma Jeane was too short. As the months passed, Gladys became increasingly depressed
until one morning in January 1935 she lost control. Unable to calm Gladys down, the English couple called her closest friend, Grace McKee, who suggested they call an ambulance. Some accounts of this tragic episode report that Gladys came after Grace with a kitchen knife. Regardless of
the specific events, Norma Jeane's mother was abducted, first to Los Angeles General Hospital and then to Norwalk, where Della Monroe had died just a few years earlier. Except for very short periods, Gladys was institutionalized for the rest of his life. As she grew older, she also became
fixated on religion and the need to atone for past sins, just as Della had done. The English couple, whose names are not known, held Norma Jeane for the better part of a year, although they had to move to a small apartment when they couldn't hold up payments at Gladys' bungalow.



Eventually, the couple returned to England, and Norma Jeane moved in with some neighbors, Harvey Giffens. Giffen offered to legally adopt Norma Jeane, as did one of Glady's associates from Consolidated Film Industries, but Gladys refused. After Giffens moved Mississippi, var Grace
McKee McKee guardian of the unlucky girl and girl. On September 13, 1935, Grace took Norma Jeane to the Los Angeles Orphans Home Society because she could not financially support her at the time. Norma Jeane's admission to the orphanage represented the bottom of a child whose
short life had been nothing more than a series of low points. In a 1962 interview, Marilyn recalled her immediate reaction to the orphanage: 'Please, please, don't make me go in. I'm not an orphan, my mother's not dead. I'm not an orphan, it's just that she's sick in the hospital and can't take
care of me. Please don't make me live in a parents' home. Marilyn often painted a dark portrait of her two years at the orphanage, which gave the impression that it was much harder than it actually was. She claimed she had to wash 100 cups, 100 plates and 100 knives, forks and spoons
three times a day, seven days a week. For her efforts, she received five cents a month, four of which entered the church collection plate. Later, officials would dispute her version of daily life at the orphanage, pointing out that the children were not regimented to certain tasks and that great
pain was taken to make the children feel like they were part of a large, happy family. More than likely, Norma Jeane was never abused at orphans home society, but her feelings of abandonment, loneliness and uncertainty were really accentuated by the experience. In the summer of 1937,
Grace finally rescued Norma Jeane from the orphanage. Earlier that year, Grace had married Ervin Doc Goddard, who had three children from a previous marriage. The couple tried to establish a certain semblance of normal family life in Doc's small home in Van Nuys. Despite her attempts
at domestic harmony, Grace decided to place her congregation in a foster home. For poor Norma Jeane, it was about jumping out of the orphanage's frying pan into the fire in a series of foster homes. During the Depression, couples who brought in foster children received money from the
state, an arrangement that did not encourage the noblest of motives to help orphaned children. Norma Jeane was so unhappy in foster care where she was placed that she asked Grace to send her back to the orphanage. That's when Grace and doc decided to keep Norma Jeane
themselves. At some point in her childhood, perhaps during this hazy period of foster care existence, or perhaps even earlier, Norma Jeane was sexually molested. When Marilyn told the story in later interviews, she gave her age at the time of the event as 6, 8, 9, or sometime in her teens.
According to Marilyn, a family friend or lodger in the foster home where she lived at the time molested - or raped - her in her room. When she told her foster mother what had happened, the woman refused to believe her. I versions of the story, the foster mother actually beat Norma Jeane
and shouted: I don't believe you. Don't you dare say things like that about that good man. The resulting trauma left the terrified girl with a stutter, but in early interviews Marilyn attributed her childhood stutter to her abandonment at the orphanage. Her lack of specific recall and her
overarching tendency to embellish stories of her childhood have led some insensitive biographers to assume that Marilyn invented or greatly exaggerated the molestation story to gain sympathy. Those who knew her personally, however, attest to the emotional honesty of her retelling of the
past. Although the details of her story may vary, the basic truth seems to be that she was sexually abused as a child, and the memory haunted her for the rest of her life. Find out if Marilyn's growth to a young woman and why and who she married so young on the next page. When 1962
began, Marilyn's psychiatrist Dr. Ralph Greenson suggested that she buy her own house - something he hoped would give her a sense of security. Despite her fame and fortune, Marilyn had never owned a house herself. With the help of Eunice Murray, Marilyn found a home she liked in the
Brentwood area of Los Angeles. The only story, Mexican-style house was attractive but modest. A badge with a coat of arms and a Latin inscription was planted just outside the front door. The inscription read: Cursum Perficio, or I finish my journey. Marilyn had less than six months to live.
Marilyn's February 1962 purchase of her new home and her winning a Golden Globe Award as the world's film favorite in March, would be the last two high points of her life. According to some accounts, Greenson had been able to minimize Marilyn's drug intake for a short time, but she
quickly began to drift back to old habits that disappointments mounted and the future seemed too painful to face. In April, Marilyn returned to Twentieth Century-Fox to begin production on Something's Got to Give, an updated version of a 1940 comedy hit titled My Favorite Wife. George
Cukor was set to direct. Initially, Marilyn Nunally disliked the Johnson-Walter Bernstein script, which was not yet finished when filming began. In 1962, the chief executive of Fox was Peter Levathes, a once advertising executive known for his hostility towards actors. Levathes had just come
through some monumental problems during the production of Cleopatra and was facing crippling cost overruns due to that film. To say that there were tensions on the set of Something's Got to Give is a gross understatement. Marilyn reported working at Fox for hair, makeup and costume
tests, but neither Dr. Greenson nor Marilyn's internist felt she would be conducting the production of a new film. She contracted a virus that spring, which made her tired and Realize that Marilyn was sick, the studio managers, Cukor, and costar Dean Martin agreed to arrange the shooting
schedule around her. Despite this consideration, Marilyn showed up for work only six days during the month of May. Towards the end of May, Marilyn made a quick trip to New York. Peter Lawford had asked her to sing Happy Birthday at a massive birthday celebration for President Kennedy
at Madison Square Garden. Despite her virus and her film involvement, Marilyn cordially agreed to go. Arthur Miller's father, Isidore, escorted his former daughter-in-law to the party, where she sang her breathless and notoriously suggestive version of Happy Birthday to Kennedy. Marilyn's
performance and Kennedy's subsequent jokes (I can now withdraw from politics after having Happy Birthday sung to me in such a sweet, healthy way.) are frightening in light of the later revelations about their affair, and what fate had in store for JFK. The incident is made more ironic by
Lawford's opening remarks, in which he referred to the late actress as the late Marilyn Monroe. Fox executives were livid with Marilyn to appear at the Kennedy bash in New York. If she was too sick to show up for work, then she should have been too sick to fly all over the country for a
personal look. The incident signaled a turning point in Fox's treatment of Marilyn; from now on, they would take a hard line. Marilyn showed up for work more often over the next two weeks. In the production at the time was a pool sequence in which Marilyn was supposed to wear a flesh-
colored swimsuit suggesting that she swam naked. Possibly because of the tantalizing nature of the scene, several photographers had been invited to shoot publicity stills. The photographers got an extra bonus that night because Marilyn immediately shucked her costume and paddled
around au naturel. Newsreel and still lensmen scampered to capture the famous nude swim, during which a carefree Marilyn playfully teased the photographers with glimpses of her naked body. Her true love - the camera - remained faithful to the end, and Marilyn didn't disappoint. On June
1, Marilyn was 36 years old, and the actors and crew surprised her with a small birthday celebration on the set. It was also her last day of work. Of 33 shooting days, Marilyn had shown up on set only 12 times. Often hours late when she showed up, she rarely got through more than one
script page per day – at least according to a studio statement released to the press. On June 8, 1962, production manager Peter Levathes fired Marilyn from Something's Got to Give. Plans were made to replace Marilyn with Lee Remick, who said at the time, I don't know whether to feel
sorry for [Marilyn] or not. I think she should have been replaced. The film industry is falling around our ears because of that kind of behavior. Actors should not allowed to get away with that kind of thing. Marilyn was devastated by her dismissal and considered it a personal rejection. Dean
Martin, perhaps out of friendship or loyalty to Marilyn, refused to continue the film with Remick. (The image was eventually redesigned as a vehicle for Doris Day and James Garner, and released in 1963 as Move Over, Darling.) In addition to stills, all that remains of Something's Got to Give
are excerpts of Marilyn's wardrobe tests and some scenes, including the pool sequence. In this film, Marilyn looks more beautiful than ever before; lithe and trim, her hair a soft, pure platinum, she seems more a creature of light and air than one of flesh. The public saw this film for the first
time in Marilyn, a 1963 Fox compilation film hosted by Rock Hudson. For details of Marilyn's alleged romances with Frank Sinatra and John F. Kennedy, see the next page. Page.
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